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(6) By the hand of the poor servant needy

(7) of the grace of God + name of amir and date.

Aside from the Qur}anic formulae at its beginning, 

this lost inscription typifi es the inscriptions that the 

Seljuks of Rum placed on military fortifi cations. In 

these, the name and (some) titles of the ruling sultan 

are given. Subsequent to this is added the name of 

the amir who paid for this section of the fortifi cation 

and the date of construction. The religious formulae, 

the fi rst expressing the profession of the faith and the 

second attributing victory to God, link this inscrip-

tion with the recently completed Islamic conquest 

of the city.

One of the Turkish authors mentions another 

inscription on the adjacent tower of the citadel wall 

but does not translate or give other information about 

it. Two recent publications reproduce photographs of 

this second inscription but also do not translate it. It 

is located on what was once the second tower of the 

citadel wall as it descended towards the harbor from 

the land walls of Antalya. (The fi rst tower, along with 

its inscription, disappeared sometime in the early-to-

mid-twentieth century.) Inserted high on the tower 

wall, the inscription is fl anked and framed by three 

pieces of Byzantine spolia (fi g. 1).

Its script (fi g. 2) is a fi ne, stacked thuluth. The writ-

ing is identical to that found on several pieces of the 

contemporaneous fat¥n¸ma (victory screed) inscription 

that Sultan {Izz al-Din inserted into stretches of the 

citadel wall and tower further downhill, next to the 

citadel gate, at the juncture with the harbor walls.  

Many features of the inscription indicate that it 

was written by an accomplished scribe, presumably 

high in the Rum Seljuk chancery (dºw¸n al-insh¸}), 

who was more accustomed to writing on paper than 

to designing lapidary inscriptions. Instead of insert-

ing ruled lines between the text, as are often found 

on lapidary inscriptions from this time, he used con-

In this paper, I employ a Seljuk inscription from the 

walls of Antalya, Turkey, which I have deciphered, in 

order to examine one instance of what Oleg Grabar 

has described as “…the continuity of a relationship 

between writing and the formal expression of govern-

ment and of power…”1 An inscription on the walls of a 

city recently reconquered by an Islamic monarch from 

a rebellious Christian populace seems particularly well 

suited to an analysis of the nexus of form, content, 

and context implicit in the continuity proposed by 

Professor Grabar.

In the 1920s and 1940s two Turkish scholars pub-

lished a now-lost inscription from the fi rst and topo-

graphically highest tower of the citadel wall of Anta-

lya.2 This was a building inscription of an amir of 

the Seljuk sultan {Izz al-Din Kayka}us (r. 1211–20), 

who had recently retaken the city, several years after 

it had revolted and overthrown Seljuk rule some-

time in the year 1212. By combining the two schol-

ars’ accounts and comparable building inscriptions, 

the following reconstruction of this lost inscription 

can be proposed:

(1) L¸ il¸ha ill¸ All¸h Mu¥ammad ras¢l All¸h

(2) al-naªr wa ’l-¬afar min All¸h al-sul«¸n

(3) al-gh¸lib {Izz al-Duny¸ wa ’l-Dºn Abº

(4) al-Fat¥ Kayk¸}¢s bin Kaykhusraw

(5) [bin Qilij Arsl¸n burh¸n] amºr al-mu}minºn

(6) [{al¸ yad al {abd] al-¬a{ºf al-mu¥t¸j

(7) [il¸ ra¥mat All¸h + name of amir and date]

(1) There is no god but God and Muhammad is the 

messenger of God.

(2) Support and victory [come] from God. The sul-

tan,

(3) the victorious, {Izz al-Dunya wa ’l-Din, Father

(4) of Victory, Kayka}us son of Kaykhusraw

(5) son of Qilij Arslan, Proof of the Commander of the 

Faith ful.
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temporary scribal practice, building each line of the 

text from right to left, progressively stacking words 

and letters, without ruling. At the same time, he elon-

gated certain letters to provide dramatic emphasis and 

even visual continuity between lines. 

The hastae are pointed and of unequal length, 

being shorter on the fi rst line due to lack of space, 

and taller thereafter. There are several fl ourishes that 

add a dramatic touch: the long r¸} of Kaykhusraw and 

the long l¸m-alif of al-amºr jut and splay respectively, 

while the ¥¸} of fat¥ slices at an acute angle. There 

are also irregularities consistent with chancery scribal 

practice. Although it is usually written with “teeth,” 

the “toothless” sºn is used four times for words that 

the scribe was evidently accustomed to writing (and 

therefore wrote more quickly): Kaykhusraw, sul«¸n, 

sana (year), and sitta mº}a (six hundred). A similar 

shortcut was employed for the word mu}minºn, which 

is actually spelled mu}min—the space between the sec-

ond mºm and the n¢n consisting of a long, dramatic 

swoosh at the end of the line, eliminating two letters. 

In addition, true to the fl uidity of the writing, many 

dots are missing throughout the inscription. 

The scribe twice mixed the proper order of letters 

to artistic effect: the w¸w  of ma¥r¢sa is actually placed 

between the alif  and the n¢n of An«¸lºya  (which it par-

Fig. 1. (Photo: Tufan Karasu)

Fig. 2. Detail of Fig. 1.
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COMMENTARY

Line 1 

As in the fat¥n¸ma inscription, God is given direct 

responsibility for many actions in the Seljuk victory. 

The use of the term ma¥r¢sa before the name of a 

city is paralleled by two inscriptions, completed the 

previous year, from the walls of Sinop, also built or 

repaired by the Seljuks.3 Although the word yad cannot 

be seen in the photograph, due to erosion and to 

encrustations on the inscription, it is fi tting that there 

should be another word included above the sweeping 

curve of the alif «awºla of {al¸,  a common practice on 

the fat¥n¸ma inscription here. The (probable) employ-

ment of yad here is duplicated later in the inscription, 

which is fi lled with other instances of parallelism. This 

is the fi rst dated writing of the name An«¸lºya in Arabic 

script, and differs from some later orthographies.

Line 2 

The titulature mirrors that of the Antalya fat¥n¸ma 

inscription and the walls of Sinop, although it is abbre-

viated here. Most notable is the prominence of sul«¸n 

al-ba¥rayn (“sultan of the two seas”—i.e., the Black 

Sea and the Mediterranean), a title assumed by the 

sultan due to his sequential conquest of the seaports 

of Sinop and Antalya, the fi rst Seljuk outlets to these 

two bodies of water. It is signifi cant that this title is 

employed in full here, and not abbreviated or omit-

ted as are other titles. It is fi rst used here and in the 

fat¥n¸ma inscription, and the sultan seems to have 

been proud or fond of it.

Line 3 

Here, as in the inscription that originally was located on 

the adjacent tower, the grammatically correct genitive 

Abº ’l-Fat¥ is used instead of Ab¢ ’l-Fat¥.  Although two 

letters are missing, I have reconstructed the caliphal 

title burh¸n amºr al-mu}minºn,  which is found on other 

inscriptions of Sultan {Izz al-Din, including one at the 

end of the Antalya citadel walls that has traditionally 

been considered part of the fat¥n¸ma inscription.4

Line 4 

There is parallelism between the ordering (amr) of the 

sultan by God and of the amir by the sultan. Husam 

al-Din Yusuf is mentioned in Ibn Bibi’s chronicle as 

the governor of Malatya. In his principal inscription 

tially underlies), and the alif-l¸m-mºm at the beginning 

of al-m¢}ayyad is actually written alif-mºm-l¸m. The usual 

inscriptional problem of spacing is generally avoided 

here, although there is more crowding on the last line 

than on the fi rst, where the scribe used an unneces-

sary dot, a suk¢n, and two curved, v-shaped space fi ll-

ers to rhythmic effect at the end of the line. 

At present, weeds shade the inscription, and two 

stripes of mortar run across it—remnants of a roof 

that once obscured it entirely. Its upper and lower 

parts have been burned, and the middle section, as 

well as the spolia around it, has been whitewashed. 

In my reconstruction and translation, the inscription 

runs and reads as follows :

(1) Fata¥a All¸h ta{¸l¸ ma¥r¢[sat] An«¸lºya {al¸ [yad] 

{abdihi

(2) al-gh¸lib bi amrihi al-mu}ayyad bi naªrihi sul«¸n 

al-ba¥rayn {Izz al-Duny¸ wa ’l-Dºn

(3) abº ‘l-fat¥ Kayk¸}¢s bin Qilij Arsl¸n bur[h¸]n amºr 

al-mu}minºn {azza naªrahu

(4) fa amara {abdahu al-amºr al-kabºr Ýus¸m al-Dºn 

S¢b¸shº Bak Y¢suf

(5) bi {im¸rat hadha al-burj fº aw¸khir dhº ’l-¥ijja sana 

ithn¸ {ashara wa sitta mº}a

1)  God Almighty conquered Antalya the protected 

by [the hand of] his servant,

2)  the victorious by his command and the supported 

by his victory, the sultan of the two seas, {Izz al-

Dunya wa ’l-Din

3)  Father of Victory, Kayka}us son of Qilij Arslan, 

Proof of the Commander of the Faithful, may his 

victory be glorious!

4)  And he ordered his servant the great amir Husam 

al-Din Subashi Bak Yusuf

5)  to build this tower at the end of Dhu ’l Hijja in 

the year 612 [mid- to late April 1216].

Together with the lost inscription that was found on 

the adjacent tower, this inscription pertains to the 

reconstruction of the walls of Antalya after the one-

month Seljuk siege, in late 1215 and early 1216, that 

resulted in the capture of the city. In the fat¥n¸ma 

inserted into the same stretch of wall, the sultan boasts 

that he had completed the building of the “two for-

tifi cations” (qal{atayn) of Antalya in two months after 

the conquest, a direct reference to the rebuilding of 

the citadel wall, which, along with the city walls, would 

have constituted the two fortifi cations. 
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ever rare, points to sources and constituencies other 

than the mainstream Sunni ones exemplifi ed by the 

Ayyubid imitations mentioned above and the caliphal 

titles solicited from Baghdad. 

Line 5 

The date given here, the end of Dhu’l Hijja 612 (mid- 

to-late April 1216), fi ts within the two-month period 

noted for the reconstruction of the walls of the city 

in the fat¥n¸ma inscription. There, the conquest date 

is given as the last day of Ramadan 612 (January 22, 

1216), after which, the inscription claims, the sultan 

ordered the building of “the two fortifi cations” (the 

citadel and city walls) in two months, with comple-

tion coming in the month of Muharram 613 (April 

20–May 20, 1216).

Crane and others have noted that Rum Seljuk sul-

tans made their amirs pay the lion’s share of mili-

tary fortifi cation costs, to the extent that unhappi-

ness with this practice sparked discontent in their 

ranks, with a potential revolt suppressed by the exe-

cution of two amirs in 1223. The example furnished 

by this inscription seems to fi t the model of amirial 

sponsorship of military architecture, as do the inscrip-

tions of Husam al-Din and other amirs on the walls 

of Sinop and, subsequently, of Alanya, and on other 

walls of Antalya built under Sultan {Ala} al-Din Kay-

kubadh in the 1220s.

Be this as it may, the direct involvement of the sul-

tan in ordering the reconstruction of the “two fortifi -

cations” of Antalya is recorded in the fat¥n¸ma inscrip-

tion, and the three towers and surrounding stretches 

of curtain wall where this text is or was located bear 

no amirial names, implying a direct sultanic sponsor-

ship. What is more, the full arsenal of sultanic titles is 

rolled out not once but twice—at both the beginning 

and the end of the fat¥n¸ma.6 The sultan could and 

indeed did become directly involved in the construc-

tion of, and presumably payment for, military archi-

tecture. The notably higher quality of the epigraphy 

in these inscriptions, in my opinion, indicates involve-

ment in this project at the highest, sultanic, level—

in contrast to the inscriptions on the walls of Sinop, 

accomplished the year before those of Antalya but 

without the direct participation of the sultan. (Such 

involvement of nameless notables [umar¸} wa ak¸bir] 

along with named amirs in the building of the walls 

of Sinop also points to a patronage system in fl ux.)

on the walls of Sinop, he is called al-sul«¸nº, implying 

that he was of slave origin. Howard Crane and others 

have noted the Rum Seljuk habit of employing titles 

of Arabic, Persian, and Turkish origin interchange-

ably. Here, the equivalent terms of amºr (of Arabic 

origin) and bak (beg, or bey, of Turkish origin) are 

used together in the same inscription.

Husam al-Din is here called s¢b¸shº, a title that Crane 

translates as commander of a garrison or army com-

mander, whereas in the inscription on the walls of 

Sinop, dating from the previous year, he is identifi ed 

as al-ºsfahs¸l¸r, a term that denotes commander-in-chief 

of the army. Only in Antalya is Husam al-Din termed 

al-amºr al-kabºr. Although no other amirial building 

inscriptions from this place and date survive, making 

comparison impossible, it is possible that the lofty title 

“Great Amir” refl ects Husam al-Din’s role in the Seljuk 

victory, while the Sinop inscription is indicative of his 

promotion in rank. Alternatively, al-amºr al-kabºr could 

be seen as a variant on amºr al-umar¸}, which was used 

by the Seljuks as the equivalent of al-isfahs¸l¸r. Given 

his close association with Sultan {Izz al-Din, it is likely 

that these titles are all equivalent to commander-in-

chief of the army. Since one of Husam al-Din’s duties 

seems to have been as jailer of {Izz al-Din’s brother and 

successor as sultan, {Ala} al-Din Kaykubadh, who was 

imprisoned by {Izz al-Din in or near Malatya when it 

was under Husam al-Din’s command, it is not surpris-

ing that Husam al-Din’s career seems not to have sur-

vived the death of {Izz al-Din in 1220.5

The fl uidity of titulature as well as the constantly 

changing names of amirs on Rum Seljuk inscriptions 

from the reigns of {Izz al-Din and his successor {Ala} 

al-Din (along with the use of Persian on another Sinop 

building inscription, in which Husam al-Din Yusuf also 

fi gures, and even of Arabic and Greek together in a 

bilingual inscription, again in Sinop) reminds us of 

two things. First, although the Rum Seljuks employed 

Ayyubid Syrian titles, architects, and craftsmen and 

tried on several occasions at this time to conquer Ayyu-

bid Syria, the variety in even the most stock inscrip-

tional types, even from this era of Seljuk prosperity, 

connotes a lack of organization and standardization 

incommensurate with the ambitions of the dynasty to 

imitate, and possibly rule, the central Islamic lands—

most notably those of the Ayyubids, who then reigned 

in northern Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine, and Egypt. 

Second, the employment of Persian and Greek in 

building inscriptions on military architecture, how-
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Spolia

The April 1216 inscription is fl anked by two panels 

from a templon of eleventh-century date. The edges 

of these panels next to the inscription bear a knot 

pattern. Another piece of a moulding or cornice with 

acanthus decoration surmounts the inscription. It is 

presently obscured by weeds (see fi g. 1).8 Obviously, 

the prominent employment of recognizably Christian 

architectural sculpture can be described as symbolizing 

the victory of one religion over another, especially in 

the context of the suppression of a long-lived revolt 

against an Islamic power and an inscription that begins 

by mentioning this victory.

And yet there is one clue to other, more syncretis-

tic, reasons for the particular placement of a knot pat-

tern bracketing the inscription. This clue comes from 

a tower built on another stretch of walls of Antalya 

constructed in 1225 by {Izz al-Din’s brother and suc-

cessor, {Ala} al-Din Kaykubadh (fi g. 3). This, too, is 

a building inscription, recording the name and titles 

of the sultan and of the amir, one Sunqur, who paid 

for the tower.  Here, again, two pieces of Middle Byz-

antine ecclesiastical relief sculpture fl ank the inscrip-

tion, which is suggestively framed within a mihrab 

form. These spolia are even more obviously Chris-

tian than the ones fl anking the 1216 inscription on 

Fig. 3. (Photo: Tufan Karasu)

Fig. 4. Detail of Fig. 3.
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so popular with medieval Islamic monarchs. We have 

noted the presence of Seljuk inscriptions in Persian 

and Greek as well as standard Arabic building inscrip-

tions on the walls of Sinop. And here in Antalya, a 

fat¥n¸ma written on spoliated architectural members 

shares the citadel wall with building inscriptions that, 

like the one presented above, both proclaim victory 

and formally delineate the military power structure 

behind this victory.16
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